Wnt-dependent assembly of supermolecular Dishevelled-3-based complexes
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Introduction

Wnt signaling regulates numerous cellular pathways, including embryonic development and adult tissue homeostasis (Nusse, 2005; Wodarz and Nusse, 1998; Clevers, 2006; Glass and Karsenty, 2006; Wang and Wynshaw-Boris, 2004). Wnt signaling branches into at least three distinct pathways: canonical, non-canonical and planar cell polarity (PCP) (Liu et al., 2001; Willert et al., 2003; He et al., 2004; Wallingford and Habas, 2005; Katanaev et al., 2005; Malbon, 2005). Dishevelled (Dsh/Dvl) is the essential component for all three pathways. It is considered that Dvl functions as a scaffold protein that bridges the receptors and distinct downstream signaling components.

Wnts are secreted glycoproteins that bind to members of the Frizzled (Fz) family of G-protein-coupled receptors and to co-receptor low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein LRPS (LRP5/6). Binding of Wnt3a to the extracellular domain of Frizzled-1 (Fz1) and co-receptor LRPS/6 facilitates the phosphorylation of LRPS/6 by glycosynthes kinase-3β (GSK3β). This triggers the interaction of Fz–LRP5/6 complex with dynamic multiprotein complexes, including adenosomatous polyposis coli (APC), Dvl, Axin, GSK3β and casein kinase 1α (Hart et al., 1998; Kishida et al., 1998). Dvl is a scaffold protein that facilitates destruction of multiprotein complexes (Hart et al., 1998; Kishida et al., 1998; Malbon, 2005). As a result, stabilized β-catenin translocates to the nucleus and enhances Lef/Tcf transcription (Clevers, 2006; Angers and Moon, 2009; van Amerongen and Nusse, 2009). Misregulation of β-catenin phosphorylation and degradation is the hallmark of several cancers and other diseases.

Upstream signaling pathways that regulate inhibition of GSK3β activity still remain to be determined. Xenopus Dsh is associated with vesicle-like organelles that are directionally transported to the prospective dorsal side of the embryo (Miller et al., 1999). Dvl proteins are thought to oligomerize and they occur in ‘punctate’ structures when probed using autofluorescently tagged Dvl fusion proteins (Axelrod et al., 1998; Kishida et al., 1999; Rothbacher et al., 2000). Properties of dynamic polymerization viewed by optical means correlate with the activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling (Schwarz-Romond et al., 2007a; Schwarz-Romond et al., 2007b). Wnt likewise induces LRP6 aggregation and phosphorylation in a Dvl-dependent manner. Dvl mutants that appear to lack normal oligomerization also influence the formation of LRP6 complexes (Bilic et al., 2007).

Fly Dsh and three isoforms of mammals Dvl proteins (Dvl1–Dvl3) all share several prominent, highly conserved domains: a Dsh-homology domain called DIX; a conserved sequence element with homology to the postsynaptic density protein PSD-95, Disc-large, and ZO-1, termed PDZ; and a Dvl, Egl-10, pleckstrin domain, termed DEP (Wharton, 2003). Dvl is believed to be recruited through its PDZ domain (Wong et al., 2003). The DIX domain is crucial for the ability of Dvl to recruit Axin and for DIX-dependent dynamic self-association of Dvl2 (Schwarz-Romond et al., 2007a; Schwarz-Romond et al., 2007b).

Previous studies reveal distinct localization of Dvl isoforms in mouse F9 teratocarcinoma cells (F9) (Yokoyama et al., 2007). Dvl3 has a role in Wnt/β-catenin signaling that is distinct from those of the more abundant Dvl1 or Dvl2 (Yokoyama et al., 2007). Wnt stimulation of the canonical pathway stimulates trafficking of Dvl proteins and other molecules that are crucial to the pathway (Yokoyama et al., 2007). Here, we exploit the size-exclusion chromatography technique [with the capacity to resolve complexes with molecular mass from 50 kDa to 2 MDa], affinity pull-downs, proteomics and fluorescence correlation microscopy (FCS) to identify and probe supermolecular Dvl3-based assemblies formed.
in response to Wnt3a. The size and composition of Dvl3-based complexes is shown to be temporally sensitive to Wnt3a. This study, the first temporal-spatial analysis of Dvl3-based complexes, reveals a complex, dynamic association of molecules that are central to Wnt/β-catenin canonical signaling.

**Results**

**Formation of supermolecular complexes of Dvl**

We analyzed the ability of Dvl2, the most abundant isoform in mammalian cells (Lee et al., 2008), to form complexes. Dvl2 was first isolated from whole-cell lysates prepared from totipotent mouse F9 embryonic teratocarcinoma (F9) cells and subjected to pull-downs with anti-Dvl2 antibody. Dvl2 was resolved by SDS-PAGE, and analyzed and protein stained (Fig. 1A). Based on primary sequence only, the mass for Dvl proteins, ranged from 78.1 kDa (Dvl3) to 78.9 kDa (Dvl2). The appearance of Dvl2 with a molecular mass of ~250 kDa and little monomeric form suggests the formation of Dvl-based supermolecular complexes. The nature of the 250 kDa form of Dvl was probed by PAGE in SDS (Fig. 1B, left) versus 8 M urea (Fig. 1B, right), a strong chaotropic agent that is capable of disrupting most intermolecular interactions. In the presence of 8 M urea, Dvl2 migrated as a two species (65 kDa and 70 kDa), stained positively in immunoblots (Fig. 1B, right). Proteomic analysis showed the Dvl2 complexes were either homodimeric Dvl proteins or heterodimeric with another poorly staining molecular partner. Because mammalian Dvl proteins display a DIX domain, formation of either homodimeric or heterodimeric complexes (with other molecules such as Axin that harbor a DIX domain) might be expected. Immunofluorescence images of Dvl2 in Wnt-treated cells have been interpreted as the formation of membrane-associated protein ‘aggregates’ in response to Wnt (Bilic et al., 2007). The amount of homodimeric or heterodimeric, SDS-resistant forms of Dvl2 was not influenced by treatment of cells with Wnt3a for 30 minutes (Fig. 1).

**High-performance size-exclusion analysis of Dvl-based supermolecular complexes**

The visualization of large punctate assemblies by fluorescence microscopy prompted our search for supermolecular forms of mammalian Dvl proteins. Cell extracts were prepared and subjected to size-exclusion column chromatography (HiLoad Superdex™ 200 prep grade 26/60, fast-performance AKTA liquid chromatography). To obtain a suitable performance, a high-pressure column, 60 cm in length, was engineered to permit high resolution over a size range of 43 kDa to ~2.0 MDa. Molecular standards displayed excellent and highly reproducible peak separation over this range (Fig. 1C). Dvl1, Dvl2 or Dvl3-based supermolecular complexes were resolved and individual fractions subjected to SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting with isoform-specific antibodies (Fig. 2). Dvl2, the isoform that constitutes >90% of cellular pool of Dvl, displayed three major peaks: two large peaks (one with a peak mass of ~1.6 MDa, the other centered about 0.5 MDa), and a minor peak (~80 kDa), which is probably monomeric Dvl2 (Fig. 2A). The 1.6 MDa peak of Dvl2 displayed the same higher-complexity immunostaining (Fig. 1). The hydrodynamic behavior of these peaks was highly reproducible and was unaffected by the absence or presence of subcritical micelle concentrations of non-ionic detergents used in the lysis buffer (data not shown). Staining for Dvl1 revealed the same two large supermolecular forms observed for Dvl2-based complexes: 1.6 MDa and 0.5 MDa (Fig. 2B). Dvl3-based complexes resolved as a broad peak centered at ~210 kDa, as well as the 0.8–2.2 MDa complexes (Fig. 2A,B,C). Dvl3 and Dvl1-staining of the lower end of the chromatogram displayed little monomeric Dvl1 (Fig. 2B,C). The presence of GSK3β and Axin, key molecules in Wnt/β-catenin canonical signaling complexes, was also analyzed by immunostaining. GSK3β (46.7 kDa) was distributed widely, was dominant in the 40–160 kDa region, yet was clearly present both in the larger 0.5 and ~1.6 MDa regions (Fig. 2D). Axin was detected in the 0.5–0.7 MDa regions, in which GSK3β, Dvl1 and Dvl2 were found.

**Wnt3a stimulates formation of dynamic supermolecular Dvl-based complexes**

The major peak of the Dvl3-based complex migrated as a broad peak, with a range of ~130–140 kDa (centered at ~210 kDa) to
tailing complexes of ~500 kDa. We probed whether treating cells with Wnt3a altered the size of the Dvl3-based complexes. The 75–750 kDa region of the chromatogram revealed Wnt3a-stimulated changes in the migration of the Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 3A). At 30 minutes after addition of Wnt3a, a sharpening of the major peak was clear, which progressed until 1 hour, when a new peak of slower mobility (550–750 kDa) was first observed. For Dvl-2- and Dvl-1-based complexes, Wnt3a treatment provoked a broadening of the >500 kDa peaks to generally higher molecular masses (Fig. 3B,C; supplementary material Fig. S1).

Chromatograms of 0.75 to 2.0+ MDa (i.e. the highest mass resolution of HiLoad® Superdex® 200 prep-grade 26/60 matrix) Dvl3-based supermolecular complexes formed in response to Wnt3a stimulation were remarkable (Fig. 3C). Within 1 hour, Wnt3a treatment of the cells provoked a progressive increase in the apparent mass of Dvl3-based complexes. These Wnt3a-stimulated supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes were very large (~2.0 MDa). The abundance of very large supermolecular complexes increased in the first hour, reverting to 1–2 MDa within the next hour (Fig. 3C). In response to Wnt3a stimulation, Dvl2-based complexes displayed increased apparent masses, although none of these complexes approached the limit size of those formed by Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 3D). Complexes including Dvl1, by contrast, displayed little change in size in response to Wnt3a (Fig. 3D). Wnt3a provoked a 3695

GSK3β and Axin also migrated with supermolecular complexes of increasing apparent mass (>1.0 MDa) in response to Wnt3a stimulation for 30 minutes (Fig. 4A,B). The amount of Axin associated with the 1.0+ MDa species increased over 30–60 minutes of exposure of Wnt3a. The similarities of the migration of GSK3β, Axin, and Dvl3 in supermolecular complexes (~2 MDa) were evident by 30 minutes (Fig. 4A,B and supplementary material Fig. S2A), but not later (supplementary material Fig. S2A,B), suggesting that GSK3β and Axin co-migrate with the Dvl3 upon 30 minutes activation of the Wnt/β-catenin canonical pathway by Wnt3a. At 30 minutes after Wnt3a treatment, Dvl2 and Axin likewise appeared to co-migrate with ~2 MDa for up to 2 hours after addition of Wnt3a (supplementary material Fig. S2C). Wnt3a provoked a
transient formation of Axin-enriched, Dvl-based complexes with ~0.6 MDa (supplementary material Fig. S2D). We further probed these molecules in the ~2 MDa complexes using Dvl3-based pull downs. At 30 minutes, Dvl3 assembled in complexes with Dvl1, Dvl2, Axin and GSK3β (supplementary material Fig. S2E), as well as with a significant number of other proteins visualized by silver staining (supplementary material Fig. S2F). This level of complexity would be predicted, based upon known and suspected protein partners operating in the Dvl-based signaling of Wnt3a (see http://www.stanford.edu/~rnusse/wntwindow.html). LRP6 was present in ~2 MDa complexes in the absence of Wnt stimulation. Migration of LRP6 in ~2 MDa supermolecular complexes was seen 30 minutes after stimulation, which thereafter reduced within 1 hour of stimulation (supplementary material Fig. S2G). This internalization of LRP6 in response to Wnt3a appears to agree well with observations reported earlier (Yamamoto et al., 2006). The presence of LRP6 in ~2 MDa complexes supports the notion of LRP6 aggregation in a Dvl-dependent manner and the signalosome. Formation of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes was also detected in response to Wnt3a in HEK293 cells (supplementary material Fig. S2H). HEK293 cells were selected for this study because of their similar profile of expression for Dvl1, Dvl2 and Dvl3 (Lee et al., 2008).

DKK1 blocks both activation of Wnt canonical pathway and formation of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes

Having demonstrated that the ~2.0 MDa Dvl3-based complexes include key molecules known to participate in the Wnt/β-catenin–Lef-Tcf-sensitive transcriptional response and display dynamic changes in size in response to Wnt3a, we sought to probe the linkage between complex formation and functional output of the pathway. Dickkopf homologue 1 (DKK1) is a well known Wnt

![Fig. 3. Dvl proteins form supermolecular multiprotein complexes in response to Wnt3a in a time-dependent manner.](image-url)
antagonist that activates the Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcriptional response of Wnt (Nusse, 2001). Treatment of cells with DKK1 for 60 minutes effectively blocked the ability of Wnt3a to stimulate the Lef/Tcf-sensitive response (data not shown), as well as the formation of the very large (>2.0 MDa) supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes provoked in response to Wnt3a (Fig. 5A and supplementary material Fig. S3A).

Constitutively active LRP6 promotes formation of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes

We were intrigued to see whether activation of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in the absence of Wnt would stimulate the formation of the very large (>2.0 MDa) supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes. Wnt stimulation can be mimicked by expression of constitutively active mutant (CA-Δ-N)LRP-6 (Tamai et al., 2004). Overexpression of CA-Δ-N-LRP6 in F9 cells stimulated Lef/Tcf transcription in the absence of Wnt3a about fourfold (supplementary material Fig. S3B). Overexpression of CA-Δ-N-LRP6 likewise provoked formation of the very large supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 5B and supplementary material Fig. S3C), similarly to Wnt3a itself.

Overexpression of Dvl1 and Dvl3 activates the canonical pathway of formation of very large Dvl3-based complexes

Exogenous, overexpression of Dvl1 and Dvl3 in mouse F9 cells stimulates the Wnt canonical pathway (Lee et al., 2008). We sought to explore whether activation of the canonical pathway by overexpression of Dvl proteins would provoke the formation of the supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 6A and supplementary material Fig. S4A,B), as was observed in response to Wnt3a (Fig. 2). Overexpression of Dvl1 stimulates both activation of the canonical pathway (data not shown) and an increase in the formation of the very large (>2.0 MDa) supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 6A). Overexpression of Dvl3 provoked a similar activation of Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcription (data not shown) and sharp increase in the formation of very large (>2.0 MDa) Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 6A). Overexpression of the most abundant Dvl isoform (i.e. Dvl2), by contrast, provoked only a modest Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcriptional response (data not shown) and little formation of the very large (>2.0 MDa) Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 6A). Thus, the formation of very large, supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes can be specifically mimicked by the overexpression of either Dvl1 or...
Dvl3, which can uniquely activate the Lef/Tcf-sensitive pathway in the absence of Wnt3a.

Knockdown of Dvl isoforms blocks formation of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes in response to Wnt3a.

Because overexpression of Dvl1 and Dvl3 promotes formation of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes, we tested whether or not knockdown of each Dvl isoform would impact the ability of Wnt3a to stimulate formation of these complexes. Knockdown of each Dvl isoforms blocked transcription of Lef/Tcf (data not shown). Knockdown of Dvl3 (as a control) essentially precluded formation of supermolecular complexes in the absence or presence of Wnt3a. Knockdown of Dvl1 did not change the abundance of Dvl3-based complex in the basal state (i.e. without Wnt3a stimulation), but attenuated the ability of Wnt3a to provoke formation of complexes of increased mass (>2.0 MDa). Knockdown of the most abundant isoform Dvl2 (which constitutes >95% of Dvl proteins in F9 cells) severely reduced the abundance of the Dvl3-based complexes in the absence of Wnt3a. Wnt3a failed to stimulate the formation of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes in cells deficient in Dvl2 (Fig. 6B and supplementary material Fig. S4C). It also did not activate the canonical pathway (data not shown). Clearly Dvl1 and Dvl2 cooperate to catalyze the formation of supermolecular, Dvl3-based complexes in either the absence or presence of Wnt3a.

Supermolecular Dvl3-based complex formation in response to inhibition of GSK3β

Finally, we bypassed proximal Wnt signaling and provoked activation of the Lef/Tcf-sensitive canonical pathway by the chemical inhibition of GSK3β. LiCl effectively abolished GSK3β activity, and stimulated Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcription (Stambolic et al., 1996) (data not shown). Inhibition of GSK3β provoked increased formation of the very large (>2.0 MDa) Dvl3-based complexes (Fig. 6C and supplementary material Fig. S4D). Thus, through targeted activation and disruption of Wnt3a signaling, we show a linkage between the ability to form very large (>2.0 MDa) supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes and functional downstream signaling to the level of activation of Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcription, which represents the hallmark of the Wnt canonical pathway in development.

Analysis of supermolecular Dvl3-based complex formation by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

We used FCS to probe the apparent size of the Dvl3- and Dvl2-based complexes in live F9 cells. Two populations of eGFP–Dvl3 in unstimulated F9 cells were obtained with diffusion coefficients, $1 \times 10^{-7}$ cm²/second and $1.5 \times 10^{-8}$ cm²/second. Taking into account the diffusion coefficient of free eGFP in mammalian cells (~$1.7 \times 10^{-7}$ cm²/second) and the molecular mass of eGFP (27 kDa), we were able to estimate the molecular mass of the two populations of eGFP–Dvl3 in the live F9 cells. If it is assumed that
both populations are freely diffusing in the cytosol and are spherical, the two populations correspond to Dvl3 dimers (i.e. ~132 kDa) and a population of very large oligomers of ~35 MDa. This large size might include a fraction of Dvl3-based complexes that is membrane associated. Stimulation of the cells with Wnt3a slowed down the diffusion of the larger aggregates, suggesting an increase in molecular mass to ~40 MDa. The diffusion of the smaller oligomers did not change in response to Wnt3a treatment. By sharp contrast, eGFP–Dvl2-based complexes, both before and after stimulation with Wnt3a, displayed a single population with the diffusion coefficient ~1.2 \times 10^{-7} \text{ cm}^2/\text{second}. This mobility corresponds to ~80 kDa, suggesting a Dvl2 monomer. The FCS data agree well with two major observations about the Dvl3-based complexes, which were derived by careful hydrodynamic separation: the complexes are supermolecular and very large (>2 MDa by steric-exclusion chromatography; ~35 MDa by FCS); and the Dvl3-based complex size increases in response to stimulation of the cells by Wnt3a, by both steric-exclusion chromatography and FCS.

**Discussion**

Dvl proteins are scaffold molecules that are essential for the Wnt canonical β-catenin–Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcriptional response, the planar cell polarity response and the Wnt5a–Frizzled-2–Ca^{2+}–cGMP response (Malbon, 2005; Bikkavilli et al., 2008; Veeman et al., 2003; Angers and Moon, 2009; van Amerongen and Nusse, 2009). Fluorescence microscopy in cells suggests that Dvl proteins undergo dynamic oligomerization associated with activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling by Wnt3a (Schwarz-Romond et al., 2007a). Pull-down studies performed in several cell lines demonstrate that Dvl isoforms interact weakly through their conserved DIX domain. In mouse F9 cells, we showed that...
Dvl3 is by far the most abundant isoform, constituting >95% of the total pool of cellular Dvl proteins. Dvl3, by contrast, constitutes only 1–2% of the pool in mouse or human-derived cells; yet knockdown of the expression of Dvl3 has the most pronounced effect on Wnt signaling (Lee et al., 2008). The aim of the current study was to seek physical evidence for the existence of putative ‘aggregates’ or ‘punctae’ of Dvl3-based complexes observed earlier by fluorescence microscopy. These complexes were interrogated physically both in vitro by steric-exclusion chromatography analysis of cell extracts and in vitro by FCS in live cells. The FCS provides data with the upper limit of supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes in live cells, whereas the steric-exclusion chromatography analysis is restricted to a subset that survives the cell lysis and shear forces inherent in the strategy. Thus the apparent inability of steric-exclusion chromatography analysis to resolve large-scale supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes noted by FCS might reflect the shear force overcoming weaker forces of association. Alternatively, dwell time at the cell membrane for supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes might increase the apparent mass of the complexes, as analyzed by FCS. Irrespective of this, both steric-exclusion chromatography and FCS detect supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes whose mass is markedly increased when cells are stimulated with Wnt3a.

The in vitro analysis of cell extracts clearly identified Dvl3-based complexes that range in size from apparent dimers (130–200 kDa) to very large supermolecular complexes of 0.5 to ~2 MDa. Other signaling molecules that form SDS-resistant oligomers include: enzymes such as Na+/K+-ATPase and eNOS; the GPCR, Dvl3, and Axin. Many membrane-associating proteins form SDS-resistant complexes (Sagne et al., 1996). Dvl3-based nuclear complexes, for comparison of scale (i.e. complexes that include Tcf4, c-Jun, β-catenin, and other Dvl-interacting proteins) are ~2.0 MDa (Gan et al., 2008). Another estimate of the apparent molecular mass of such Dvl3-based complexes can be calculated by simple compilation of the predicted masses of Dvl-interacting proteins posited in ‘The Wnt home page’ (http://www.stanford.edu/~rnusse/ wntwindow.html). Assuming each Dvl-interacting protein included in the list is represented in molar equivalent, the calculated mass for such a hypothetical complex is ~2.0 MDa. The FCS analysis benefits from providing information on the size of Dvl3-based complexes probed in live F9 cells as a real-time measurement. eGFP-tagged Dvl3 was tracked and the molecular mass calculated from the diffusion coefficients. Two populations of Dvl3-based complexes were readily apparent. The smaller (~132 kDa) would be consistent with Dvl3 dimers or Dvl3 in combination with a protein(s) with an aggregate mass equivalent to Dvl3. The second major population displayed a diffusion coefficient from which a mass of ~35 MDa was calculated. The difference in apparent molecular mass between Dvl3-based complexes deduced in cell extracts by hydrodynamics versus measurements in live cells by FCS is of interest. Some of the difference might reflect the extent to which these complexes deviate from being truly spherical in nature. The higher-order supermolecular complexes with Dvl3 of ~35 MDa might represent oligomers composed of smaller ‘building blocks’ of the 2 MDa species observed in vitro. The hydrodynamic stress of such high-performance separations might well disrupt the larger, weakly interacting oligomers. Alternatively, the 35 MDa Dvl3-based species might represent the 2 MDa complexes alone (or in oligomers) docking transiently with the cell membrane or structural elements such as the cytoskeleton. The Dvl2-based complexes, in sharp contrast to the Dvl3-based ones, displayed diffusion coefficients from which a mass of ~80 kDa could be calculated. It must be kept in mind that the relative abundance of Dvl2 is 50-fold greater than that of Dvl3, so an over-representation of monomeric Dvl2 might be anticipated in FCS.

To begin to address the functional significance of the supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes, we investigated whether the apparent mass of these complexes was regulated by Wnt3a, in vitro and in vivo using FCS. Wnt3a was observed to provoke a dramatic shift in the apparent mass of the Dvl3-based complexes to populations with sharply larger masses (>2.0 MDa). We established the presence of several key Dvl-interacting proteins in these very large, supermolecular Dvl3-based complexes (e.g. Dvl1, Dvl2, Dvl3, GSK3β and Axin). The formation of these very large complexes in response to Wnt3a was found to be time-dependent and dynamic in character, i.e. it displayed reversibility. Activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling examined earlier by fluorescence microscopy suggested the existence of a higher order of assembly (i.e. supermolecular ‘punctate’ structures containing Dvl2, Axin and other proteins) whose size cannot be accounted by simple Dvl dimerization (Schwarz-Romond et al., 2007a). Likewise, it has been suggested that Dvl-based ‘punctate’ structures are dynamic protein assemblies, not cytoplasmic vesicles (Schwarz-Romond, 2005); we found no evidence to support liposome-dependent association in our studies. Previous in situ BRET analysis also demonstrated the association of Dvl1 and Axin upon Wnt stimulation (Yokoyama et al., 2007).

To probe the functional meaning of supermolecular assemblies of Dvl3 further, we asked whether mimicking Wnt3a action (in the absence of Wnt3a) would provoke Dvl3-based supermolecular complex formation. We followed the Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcriptional activation and probed complex formation of Dvl3 using steric-exclusion analysis (Table 1). Expression of the constitutively active Δ-N-LRP6, overexpression of either Dvl1 or Dvl3, and chemical inhibition of GSK3β each stimulated Lef/Tcf-sensitive transcription in the absence of Wnt3a; each of these experimental interventions also stimulated the formation of higher-order Dvl3-based supermolecular complexes in the absence of Wnt3a. Conversely, DKK1 treatment, expression of the dominant-interfering Δ-C-LRP6 and knockdown of Dvl3 all blocked the ability of Wnt3a to stimulate the canonical pathway, while blocking the formation of higher order, Dvl3-based supermolecular complexes. These data are consistent with the notion that the

| Table 1. Summary of Wnt activation and formation of Dvl3-based complexes |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | Wnt3a (–)       | Wnt3a (+)       |                 |
|                 | Dvl3-based complexes | Lef/Tcf transcription | Dvl3-based complexes | Lef/Tcf transcription |
| Control         | –               | –               | +               | +               |
| Δ-N-LRP6        | +               | +               | +               | +               |
| Δ-C-LRP6        | –               | –               | +               | +               |
| LiCl            | +               | +               | +               | +               |
| Dvl1 overexpression | +           | ±               | +               | +               |
| Dvl2 overexpression | ±            | +               | +               | +               |
| Dvl3 overexpression | +          | +               | +               | +               |
| DKK1            | –               | –               | –               | –               |
| Dvl3 knockdown  | +               | ±               | ±               | ±               |
| Dvl2 knockdown  | ±               | –               | ±               | ±               |
| Dvl3 knockdown  | –               | –               | –               | –               |
ability of Wnt3a to propagate signaling in the canonical pathway requires the concurrent ability to assemble higher-order Dvl3-based supermolecular complexes (Table 1). We also note that knockdown of either Dvl1 or Dvl3 alters the abundance of GSK3β as well as the migration of GSK3β in response to Wnt3a. Thus, we establish the first physical identification and sizing of very large, dynamic supermolecular Dvl-based complexes both in untreated and Wnt3a-stimulated cells. Manipulations that provoke the formation of these Dvl3-based complexes also provoke activation of the Wnt/β-catenin canonical pathway. Analysis of the dynamic formation of higher-order Dvl3-based supermolecular complexes can be achieved in vitro through steric-exclusion chromatography and in vivo by FCS in live cells.

Materials and Methods

Materials
The following reagents were purchased from the indicated commercial supplier(s): anti-Dvl1, anti-Dvl2, anti-Axin and anti-LRP6 antibodies from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA); anti-GSK3β and anti-Dvl3 antibodies from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA); Immobilon membrane from Millipore (Bedford, MA); purified, biologically active Wnt3a, purified DKK1 and anti-Axin antibody from R and D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). Plasmids of wild-type LRP6, ΔN-LRP6 and ΔC-LRP6 were kind gifts from K. Tamaiz (Case Western University, Cleveland, OH).

Cell culture and transfection

The mouse F9 teratocarcinoma cells (F9) cells, transfected with pcDNA3 expression vector harboring rat Frizzled-1 (Rfz1), were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) as described previously (Yokoyama and Malbon, 2007). Cells were transfected transiently with an expression vector (pcDNA3) harboring the rat Frizzled-1 (Rfz1) using lipofectamine (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), according to the commercial instructions. For the overexpression study, green fluorescent protein (GFP)- and hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged mouse Dvl isoforms were transiently transfected to F9 cells with Rfz1 48 hours before Wnt3a stimulation.

Knock down of Dvls by siRNA

siRNA sequences designed to suppress Dvl proteins are as follows: siRNA sequences targeting Dvl1, CCAGGAUAUUGGCUUGACAtt and UGUCAAGCCAU-CGGAGG; siRNA sequences targeting Dvl2, GGAAGAUGCGGAUCUGG; siRNA sequences targeting Dvl3, GGAAGAUGCGGAUCUGG; and siRNA sequences targeting Dvl3, GGAAGAUGCGGAUCUGG. Each siRNA was designed to target one of the 3’ UTR of Dvl isoforms. F9 cells were transfected with an expression vector harboring Rfz1. On the following day, F9 cells were transfected with or without Wnt3a for indicated time.

Separation of Dvl2 complexes and protein extraction from gels

F9 cells coexpressing Rfz1 were suspended in ice-cold buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 2 mM sodium orthovanadate, 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.05% SDS). Cell lysates (40 mg protein) were subjected to immunoprecipitation with Dvl2 fused with SilverFast software (LaserSoft Imaging, Longboat Key, FL). The bands were quantified by using Aida software (Raytest, Germany).
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